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The week-end of May 15th saw the conclusion of the final year of school and preparatory school services. As in the past year this week end was planned to give boys who are planning to enter college an earlier chance to come to the Hill and see the college. As an addendum, this year Mr. Trotter was planned for their entertainment, but due to the heavy rain many of the activities planned for them.)

The boys started arriving about 6 on Saturday morning, about a dozen cars accompanying many of the students. A reception was held in the large dining hall, but the interest of the students by the visitors they were given a warm welcome in the Great Dining Hall of the college.

A ball game was planned for the day, but the weather preventing this, the boys were entertained in the dining hall and in the commons. Towards the end of the afternoon the guests were conducted through the buildings and the college park, and later were received by Dr. Peirce and members of the faculty in the house of President Trotter.

Senator Pomerene Speaks

Speaking Sunday, the Hon. Alice Pomerene, former senator, addressed the student body and its guests on "The Practical Use of the Organization Finance Corporation." Mr. Pomerene has been head of the organization for a time, he knew all the facts as he presented them, and was able to analyze and interpret its functioning.

There has never before been such an organization to tie us over to a depression, the senator said. Originally its capital stock was $500,000, and an amendment brought this to almost four billion, which is more than twice the capital resources of the Bank of England.

Monday has brought one of our most serious situations, he said, and cited as an example a ball game in Cleveland in a short time away from where spectators numbering 50,000, $30,000 on the old paper currency was received in the gate receipts.

$28,000 and 101 insurance companies have borrowed from the R. F. C., with $20 million dollars deposited in the National City Bank, policy holders. $47,490,000 have been lent to banks, $102,000,000 to agriculture, $2,000 and 3 million dollars to railroads. $3,400,000 have been paid back.

Senator Pomerene is much opposed to the idea that there are no banks left by the corporation, and said that if the large number of banks were seriously damaged by publication of their loans. Distressed as this country has been, it would be in greater distress now had it not been for the R. F. C.

STRING QUARTET GIVES CONCERT IN COMMONS

FRANK H. GII1N MAKES POSSI-
BLE SIXTH APPEARANCE

The Cleveland String Quartet presented its ninth annual concert at the Commons on Friday night, the sixteenth of May. Although not perfectly tuned for the grand old Library music room, the group presented a perfect setting for chamber music.

This concert, as was the five preceding ones, was made possible by the generosity of the students of Cleveland. The quartet is made up of: Jofred Palm, violin; H. Bishop, second violin; Carl-

The first number on the program was Quartet in C major, K. 237, by Mozart. The second movement, the Minuetto, was especially well done. An excellence that it was probably the best played number on the program.

Beethoven String Trio, C minor, opus 9, the second selection, was admirably done. Second and third movements, while he said, but it is the accomplishment of a hard and formidable task that deserves commendation. Mr. Tunk, an able preacher, and with an able understanding of those to whom he was talking he presented a sermon that was stimulating and worthy of deep thought.

One aspect of the week end that was very striking was the fine singing done by the college, both on and off the stage in the Dining Hall. The students showcased an excellent spirit, and the College Quartet, which has been done this year, showed a magnificent ethos. The Alpha Delta chorus, which is a very fine group and one of the best known, was energetically enjoyed. Each year the quartet has been received with great pleasure, and Kenton is for
tunate in having such concerts made possible on the Hill. Mr. Tunk receives our greatest thanks and appreciation.

The field was in average shape, although a little damp, but the track had a couple of puddles at one end. This may account for the fact that only two records were broken, those in the hundred yard dash and the half mile run. Furrman lowered the century record from 10:35 to 10:34. 5 seconds. Clipinger lowered his own record in the mile race from 2:11, but didn't get a crack at his mile mark as he was ineligible for that event this year.

Furner, mainstay of the boys' track, got 12 points while Lall, mainstay of the Delta star weight man, got 12. Vec'k took up for the Bela. Clarke and Ormond took 6 each. Ormond was leading, by drawing, in divisions as follows:

- Mix-Middle Leonard 39
- Fourth-Middle Leonard 37
- Third-West Rand 29
- Fourth-South Leonard 17
- Fifth-South North 13
- Sixth-South North 8
- Seventh-South North 4
- Eighth-South North 1

The Board of Directors grants a 2$5,000.00 fellowship to the Jofred Palm, violinist of the Quartet. The Quartet has received quite a bit of praise from the visitors on the Hill.

The Committee on Enrollment, and the Faculty of Kenyon wish to thank the members of the student body for their cooperation during High School week end. The week end was a success due in great measure to the interest and the work of the student and the efforts of these people is much appreciated. The entertaining done by the groups in their part in the program was a great success and it is hoped that the students will continue to enjoy stay of the visitors on the Hill.

SENATORS TO GIVE PLAY AT CAMMCMENT

The "Toren Beards" to Be Given on June 16th

Under the direction of Malcolm Haight, "The Toren Beards," a satirical comedy by George Kelly, will be presented in Room 106 at Friday night, June 16th, at 8:30 P. M. The seniors have given no play for two years, and this will be a revi

The cast will not be limited to members of the senior class, as has been the case in the past, the majority of parts will be taken by juniors. The following will take part in the play: Dillworth, Burns, Wilcox, Newman, Ack, Clarke, Neil, Gardner, Fitch, Cleary, Charles, Henry, Hathaway, and Clark.

The "Toren Beards" has proven to be a great success in the past, and Haight has already had experiences presenting this play. There is no reason to believe that this will not be a very pleasant addition to the commencement activities.

SENATORS TO GIVE PLAY AT CAMMCMENT

Are Received Enthusiastically By Large Audience

Mark The Revival Of The Kenyon Gleed Club

The first concert before the college of the Kenyon Singers took place on the stage of Auditorium, May 16th. The audience was of good size, considering that it consisted almost entirely of people residing in Gambier and the town of Circleville. For the students as a whole stayed away, according to the fact that many of them had good friends in the town. Non-attendance was stronger even than dislike of music.

As the event itself, it was everything considered, notable. The singers presented a diversified and pleasing program, consisting of a selected, single solo, to and from the audience, and nothing in their performance jarred the initial effect. The voices were controlled and blended well. Realizing that this group of thirteen men has been gathered from a very small college whose students are essentially uninterested in music, than this limited choice has succeeded in capturing the interest of many who missed the earlier performances.

Many people might ast the following about the performance, but it was a question of tasks. Coming to more solid ground, it is hardly disputable that the performance was essentially rendered. It was beyond doubt the highest point of the evening. There are some voices of a great sweetness, with the general ability of the singers to combine well, did this beautiful song a distinctive romantic justice; rebutt

The Old English, Shall I Wait ing, sings and symphoni
cally done, while "Away to Live," and "Sleeping" were spirited and rhythmic in the accepted manner. The symphonies in the latter cases were well received. The audience clapped the boys at the end of the program.

One could not help noticing the considerable use of the chorus, but this was largely an expedient. However, good and quality were so good on the whole that the artificial tone might seem to be somewhat better than the actual tone.
COOPERATION

The successful cooperation between the faculty and the student body with respect to the recent high school weekend deserves comment. Successful as the entertainment of the high school boys was, the affair would not have been such a success if it had not been for the way in which the administration and the students worked together.

The burden of responsibility for the entertainment of the boys was placed on the students, and they responded most satisfactorily in accepting this responsibility. Preliminary arrangements rested with the Committee on Enrollment, but once the boys arrived on the Hill, it was up to the student body to entertain them and to see that their stay in Gambier was enjoyable. Each division saw to it that the boys had places to sleep, and received them in their rooms at any time during Saturday and Sunday. The inclement weather increased the duties of the students, and they responded with a good spirit, eliminating what might have been a rather forbidding emergency.

The weekend proved satisfactory in all respects, and those in charge of arrangements appreciate very much the student help and cooperation. Such affairs undoubtedly are helpful to the college, and in the light of the pressing need for help from every body connected with the college, both student body and alumni responded exceedingly well in putting the weekend over. In a way, it was undoubtedly an inconvenient time to give time to the entertainment of the boys and to turn over beds to them on order that they might be comfortable, but the spirit in which the students did these things was very gratifying.

After all, the student body receives as much benefit as the College does from such affairs as that of week before last, although the reasons for such a statement may be somewhat obscure. All that we can do for the betterment of the College works also to the profit of us.

PLEDGING

The last few months have seen some very important changes in the rules concerning fraternity pledging and initiation. The announcement of these changes was made in the last issue of the Collegian, and since then the rules with regard to fraternity pledging have been changed.

In the past the fraternities have been working under the plan of deferred pledging. This plan has some advantages, but our present situation demanded that some changes be made; accordingly, the Pan-Hellenic Council has acted in this matter.

Under the new ruling, pledging may be carried on at any time before or during the opening of the academic year. Pledge standards may be given out and understandings reached between the fraternities and freshmen. However, it is to be understood that any promises on the part of a freshman to join a fraternity are not binding until the Thursday following the opening of the academic year. In this way, the freshman has ample time for reflection and consideration, and any misunderstandings can be cleared up before the pledge becomes binding.

Undoubtedly the new rules of pledging will be an incentive for the undergraduates of the College to expend some effort in persuading boys to come to Kenyon. In the past, student initiative in working for a larger enrollment has amounted to very little, a passive attitude seeming to be common throughout the entire body. Under the new ruling the welfare of each division will be at stake, and a successful year for each division will depend upon the boys of that group working hard to persuade freshmen to join them.

It is also hoped that alumni enthusiasm will be raised by the new arrangement. Some alumni have aided in sending desirable boys to Kenyon, but the fact still remains that the interest of many of the alumni is low. If the new rules are successful, and there is little reason to think that they will not be, then the probabilities are that the College as a whole will benefit.
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GOLF TEAM IS CON-SISTENTLY VICTORIOUS

GOLF TEAM IS CONSISTENTLY VICTORIOUS

The golf team alone is carrying on the old idea of Kenyon supremacy in sports, as it has won nine out of twenty-nine matches this season, the only one this season. The Cincinnati team proved too strong, both teams playing to the best of their abilities to defeat us 15 to 7 and 14 to 8. The only other team to win from Kenyon was Wittenberg, who won the match by a score of 12 to 11. Some of the Kenyon scores have been more even overwhelming, as Wooster was beaten 165 to 15, Oberlin 123 to 7.

The last three matches, Wittenberg and Denison here and Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware were all won by our golfer, as carrying their success through the season. Wooster, as usual, was beaten.

The golf season, a high note for Kenyon, has been a high note, and some of the members of the team have been chosen for the All American team. Being infrequent in the usual seasons, this high commendable season.

The season is a coming to a close, as the last match is played Monday, May 2nd. This is the 5th match, played three times.

KENYON ASSEMBLY ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

In anticipation of the close of the college year, the various organizations have elected officers who will carry on the work next year. The election which probably holds greatest interest for all was that of officers of the Student Assembly, which was held last week.

John Tribeck and Merrill MacNab were nominated for president; Garfield and Stewart for vice-president; Lindgren and Shriver for secretary-treasurer.

Tribeck, of South Lebanon, was elected president. He has been very active on the Hill since his freshman days, being especially prominent in football. He is a member of the recently formed Kenyon Club, and sings with the Kenyon Singers.

Garfield, of East Wing, was elected vice-president. Garfield has also been prominent in football, and is the vice-president of the class.

Lindgren, of New Braunfels, Tex., was elected secretary-treasurer. He is a member of the Kenyon Singers and the Choir.

The election was one of the events that has been held for years.

The College hopes that these men will represent the Assembly back to the old position of importance. In the past few years the Assembly's importance has been steadily dwindling. The elections have been marked by much empty discussion, decisions having been reached only after a long and laborious process. But with the new officers, this cannot mean any certain individual who has gained with the entire group. A strong and positive leadership will restore the Assembly to the importance that it deserves.

FOUR MEN ARE ELECTED TO ALPH A PI KAPPA

Alpha Pi Kappa has recently held its spring elections, four men having been chosen as members of the honor society. The four are Joseph Swan and John Tribeck, of South Lebanon; John Garfield, of East Wing, and Peter Morin of Middle Haines.

As in the custom with men elected, no men were elected this year. The election was held on May 12th, and the same people who were elected last year were re-elected.

SINGERS ARE ENTER TAINED BY PROFESSORS

Friday evening, May 13, the Kenyon Singers were entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Rumer and Mr. and Mrs. Kurler at a dinner a few miles wide on the Kosciusko. The singers recently climax a year of hard practice with their first concert, which was in the Hill and the prison, as a way, a celebration of the most prominent organization of the choir and a fulfillment of its rather sizable mission.

The ball game which preceded the dinner was nearly broken up by the proprietor for breaking the ball into the river, but the crisis was averted by Thurman's recovery in the muddy water.

The singers are much indebted to this chord, for their platform and hard work in organizing and directing the operation. The program was made up entirely of expressions voices, but this did not deter the group from developing a program of very excellent music, and the two professors must be commended for unselfishly maintaining a high standard of musical excellence in the music that was sung and in the interpretation.

DR. ATWATER'S POST OFFERED TO HIS SON

Grace Church, Brooklyn, Asks Bishop Curiale to Assume Position of Rector

The Rev. David T. Atwater, D. D., who has been cure of Grace Protestant Episcopal Church, 46 Grace Court, Brooklyn, since 1909, has received a call to become rector of the church of his father, the Rev. Dr. George P. Atwater, whose death last October left the post vacant. Dr. Atwater was installed at Grace Church, January 22, after a pastorate of twenty years at the Church of Our Saviour in Akron, Ohio. He was graduated at Denison College, and attended at Denison, Kenyon College and Sew- ley Hall Theological Seminary, Denison, Ohio, in both of which Dr. Atwater was a student.

The young clergyman completed his studies at Columbia and General Theological Seminary and was ordained a deacon June 23, 1925. He was ordained to the priest in Grace Church, Cincinnati, Sunday, June 28, 1926, by Bishop Stires.

F. R. Hagaman

Furniture Repairing and Upholstering
Gambier, Ohio

BASEBALL SEASON IS MARRIED BY DEFEATS

Kenyon has lost the old prestige which she formerly held in base.

The season this year was entirely too short, but finances would not permit otherwise. There were only three games, and all three were lost by overwhelming scores. Wooster defeated us in the first game, 14 to 1, on their own field. Then we lost our home game by a score of 18 to 3, to Ashland. In the return game with Ashland, played here, we were again licked under a pile of runs, the final score being 21 to 1, to the benefit of Ashland.

Kenyon's hitting improved in each game, but the pitching and fielding have been consistently weak. There were many runs scored unearned, through wild and error.

In the last game our short-stop, Chris Dodge, proved to be the best pitcher of any, allowing only four hits and three runs during the last four innings.

The season was notable to continue any rally started, and one hit in each of these was the score of the day.

The team wore the red and white and filled the field with their songs, and in the first game with Ashland, when the Ashland boy was due to bat in the fifth inning on one hit. From then on the team was rather demoralized, and the ball playing was no longer natural and easy.

The team had no accuracy at fielding, and their pitching was too hard even to bat. In the rest of the games first was correct in the first inning, and the team was beaten psychologically. The result was normal for the second game with Ashland, when the Ashland boy was due to bat in the first inning. This inning was nearly all unearned and the rest of the game easily filled.

This year the team had been trained to relax even after defeat, and Kenyon held the Ashland team down again, allowing no more runs. The season provided a good deal of experience to most of the players most of whom will be back next year, so we can hope for a much better season in the future.

SCIENCE CLUB MEETS ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

The Science Club met in North Mauca parlor Wednesday night with Prof. W. K. as charge. Officers were elected for the next year as follows: President, Frank Malleet; Vice-President, Rudolph Pemister; Secretary-Treasurer, Richard Stan.Staunton. After the business meeting Simonschneider gave a talk on bird building, describing methods used in catching the birds and building them, outlining the results of bird building in this country, and displaying the equipment he himself uses in this work. Bird building concern.
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KENYON COLLEGE

Second Semester Examinations

All examinations will be held in the classrooms used by each course with the following exceptions: Biology 12, Psychology 12, Biology 12 and Biology 34 will be examined in Ascension M. 31.

Monday, June 13

8:30 A. M. — Prec. 23, Spanish, 28, French, 12, Econ. 23, Hist. 2, Math. 26, Greek 2, Spanish 1A, Eng. 48, Chem. 12, Chem. 36.

2:30 P. M. — Prec. 26, Math. 48, Econ. 12, Hist. 22, Math. 2A, Spanish 36, Eng. 2C, Eng. 2D, Geol. 12.

Tuesday, June 14


2:30 P. M. — Ped. 8A, Econ. 12, Phi. 14, Econ. 16, Hist. 36, Math. 21, Eng. 137, Eng. 4, Chem. 4.

Wednesday, June 14

8:30 A. M. — Prec. 30, Econ. 46, Greek 32, Math. 2C, Math. 4, Greek 32, Spanish 22, Eng. 2A, Psych. 3.

2:30 P. M. — Prec. 3A, Prec. 4C, Econ. 32, Math. 12, Latin 10, Eng. 1BA, Hist. 32.

Thursday, June 15

8:30 A. M. — Germ. 2, Prec. 12, Psych. 38, Econ. 12A, Econ. 3A, Pol. Sci. 4, Math 34, Greek 12, Spanish 48, Eng. 16, Phys. 16, Chem. 32.

2:30 P. M. — Bible 12, Prec. 69, Psych. 33, Hist. 38, Greek 39, Eng. 14, Chem. 34.

Friday, June 16


2:30 P. M. — Biol. 11, Biol. 22.

Members of the Senior Class, which includes those with Sen- ior Class good standing and R. L. may, at the option of the instructor or in each course, be examined by other means than and prior to the above scheduled examinations.

NOTICE

Cards for the registration for courses 1932-33 are in the Registrar’s Office. Selection of courses for next year is requested. Courses chosen for next year by all Sophomores and Juniors must have the approval of the Professor under whose class they are.

All who do not register before July 1st and return the register- ation card to the Registrar’s Office are required to pay a late registration fee of two dollars next September.

Finally, the Registrar’s Office is open for convenience regarding courses until June 15th. The Registrar will not be responsible for any changes made in the rush of registrations in September, as they affect the requirements of college standing.

KENYON SENDS DELEGATION TO OBERLIN

Attend Ninth Annual Assembly of the League of Nations

The Kenyon delegation to the Ninth Annual Ohio Colleges Model Assembly of the League of Nations represented Italy at the meeting held in Oberlin April 28-29.

The Assembly meeting consisted of a First Plenary Session, held Fri- day, committee meeting on Saturday morning, and a Second Plenary Session Saturday afternoon. The com- mittees considered three topics, Dis- armament, the Economic Situation, and the Rus-Japanese problem. In their meetings these committees agreed on their agenda concerning these problems and reported to the general session Saturday afternoon. The committees’ reports were dis- cussed and voted on, each being passed unanimously, a unanimous vote being required in the Assembly on matters of policy.

About thirty nations were repre- sented by more than twenty colleges in Ohio and the meeting was a very successful. Next year’s Assembly will be held in Oxford, Ohio, under the joint auspices of Miami Univer- sity and Western College for Wo- men. The Kenyon International Relations Club is planning already for its delegation to this Assembly.

The report of the delegates was made to the members of the Inter- national Relations Club at a special meeting at the homes of Dr. and Mrs. Cahall. At the same meeting, officers were elected for the coming year. Frank Mallett being reelected President. Howard Davis, M. L., was elected Vice-President.
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